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TDIS Target design
Target design adapted to the new mTPC detector design

mTPC 
endcaps

mTPC 
endcaps

(inner boundary of mTPC annulus)

Prefabricated tubes only available for:   
0.5 cm diameter and 20 um wall thickness (kapton) 
or      
1.0 cm diameter and 40 um wall thickness (kapton)



Target Test Stand @ MSU

Kapton cell: 40 cm long,  
1 cm diameter and  
80 um wall thickness 
(40 um Kapton with 20um  
thermoplastic coating on  
both sides)

Prototype cell

Aluminum tube epoxied to Kapton tube



Pressure Test

Undergrad student 
Cameron Moffat

Cell and all epoxy joints holds up  
to 125 psi (~8.5 atm.) of air 



               Custom rolled tubes 
     1. R&D on development of 24 um thickness straws by making double 

layer tubes from 12 um Kapton sheet with adhesive on one side. 
2. Pressure testing of straw tubes 
3. Test the tension needed to hold the straw straight under pressure.

A roller assembly was built 
which will allow us to roll out 
24 um double layer cells 
using the 12 um sheets 



        Custom rolled tubes 
     

1. The first double layer straw was rolled (~ 24 um wall thickness) 
2. Aluminum tubes and flanges were glued to the end of the 

straw tubes 
3. Pressure tested and ballooning was tested.

40 cm



        Pressure Test 
     

40 cm

Tube stayed intact up to 
53 psi (~3.6 atm) 

24um tube should be good 
for operations at < 3 atm.  

Ballooning did not appear to be a problem



        Next Steps 
     1. Found manufacturer/vendor for 12 um Kapton tape without 

adhesive. (CaplinQ)   BONuS-12 used the same vendor for their 
     aluminized Kapton (25 um). 

12 um Kapton material has been procured. 



        Next Steps 
     1. Use the BONuS-12 vendor to make spiral-wound tubes. 

    (Precision Products Group) 

Using the 12 um material they expect to provide spiral-wound 
tubes with ~25um wall thickness with superior uniformity. 



        Next Steps 
     

1. Obtain spiral-wound 25 um tubes. 
2. Glue on aluminum tubes and flanges to the end of the 

straw tubes. 
3. Pressure testing and ballooning to be tested. 
4. If successful the tube thickness and uniformity will be 

measured using a Hall probe based thickness 
measurement device at JLab (target group has such as 
device).


